
“No matter how busy you may think you are, you must find time 

for reading, or surrender yourself to self-chosen ignorance.”  
 

― Atwood H. Townsend 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart/Graph/Map 

 

 

Prepared by: 

 

Md. Gulzar Hasan 

Lecturer, English Department 

Comilla Victoria Government College, Cumilla 

35th BCS (General Education) 

Home Work: Answer all Board Questions-2019 related Graphs in your own 

words by following these rules and send it to me by April 20, 2020 through 

my email address.                                                mdgulzarhasan@gmail.com 



Graph / Chart/ Map  সাধাযণত ৩  প্যাযাতত লরখতত হয়।  

 

 

Introduction + Basic/ General Trends    –1st Paragraph  

 

Detail Description         ---2nd Paragraph 

 

Summary.         —3rd 

Paragraph 

 



 
1. Introduction + Basic/ General Trends 
 –1st Paragraph 

 

১ভ প্যাযাটি ১ থথতে ২ টি ফাতেেয হতফ। সাধাযণত প্রশ্নটিই এেটু লবন্নবাতফ উস্থান 

েযতরই হয়। ততফ, এতত ৩টি প্রতশ্নয উত্তয থােতফ। থমভনঃ  

 

 What  

Where  

When   

 

 Overview/ General trend  (what the diagrams 

indicate at a first glance). 

 



2. Detail  Description ---2nd Paragraph: 

 

 

• Do not give all the figures 

 

• Most striking features of the graph. 
 



3. Concluding Para 

  

• General statement + Implications  

 

(পুতযা গ্রাপ টা থদতখ লে বুজা মায় তা এে েথায় থরখা) 

  

• significant comments based on the 

information  

 

এই থেতে লনতজয ভতাভত ও লদতত াযতফ ততফ অফশ্যই তা গ্রাপ ফা চাতট েয 

ততেয উয লবলত্ত েতয।  

 

 



Vocabulary to represent changes in 
graphs: 



  
Vocabulary to represent changes in graphs: 

 







Q. The graph below shows the literacy rate of Bangladesh from 1995 to 2010. Describe the graph in 150 
words. You should highlight the information and report the main feature given in the graph. 

Here the graph illustrates the literacy rate of Bangladesh from 1995 to 2010 through vertical 
columns. The graph shows a tormenting state of literacy rate which is not at all desirable.   
 
     It is explicitly observed in the graph that literacy rate was 38.1% in 1995. After that, it 
abruptly rose to 56% in 2000 which was really beyond imagination. From 2000 onward, the 
situation kept on deteriorating.  The literacy rate drastically came down to 43.1 % in 2003. This 
is indeed a negative indication in the field of overall development of our country. However, 
fortunately, in 2010, the rate came up to 56.8% which ears a highly positive sign in her overall 
development.  
 
     Taking everything into account, the rate is now gradually increasing which is a positive sign 
for our country. We are hopeful that if this positive trend in the literacy rate of our country 
continues, our country will go ahead in the days to come. 
  



Thank you 
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       Graph / Chart/ Map এর উত্তর দেওয়ার সময় কিছু কিকিস ক্ষ্য রাখতে হতব। দযমিঃ  

 Graph / Chart/ Map  সাধারণে ৩ টি প্যারাগ্রাপ এ কখতে হয়।  

 

1. Introduction + Basic/ General Trends –1st Paragraph 

 

2. Detail Description                                     ---2nd
 Paragraph 

 

3. Summary.                                                     —3rd
 Paragraph 

 

 প্রতে উকিকখে  words / phrases  উত্তর পতে হুবহু িা কখা ভাতা। সমার্ থি লব্দ ব্যবহার িরা 

দেয়। 

 Common vocabulary   িম ব্যবহার িরতব।  

 এি লব্দ বার বার ব্যবহার িরতবিা। সমার্ থি লব্দ ব্যবহার িরতব। 

  

      1.  Introduction + Basic/ General Trends –1st Paragraph 

 

 ১ম প্যারাটি ১ দর্তি ২ টি বাতিযর হতব। সাধারণে প্রেটিই এিটু কভন্নভাতব উপস্থাপি িরতই হয়। েতব, এতে 

৩টি প্রতের উত্তর র্ািতব। দযমিঃ  

                        What + Where + When. 

Example: The diagram presents information on the percentages of 

teachers who have expressed their views about the different 

problems they face when dealing with children in three Australian 

schools from 2001 to 2005.  

What = the percentages of teachers... 

Where = three Australian schools... 

When  = from 2001 to 2005...  
 

 Overview/ General trend  (what the diagrams indicate at a first 

glance). 

অর্ থাৎ, খাক দ াতখ যা বুঝা যায় ো এি াইতি কখতে পাতরা। 

Md. Gulzar Hasan 
35th BCS (General Education) 
Ministry of Education 
 

Graphs, Charts and Maps 
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 2. Detail  Description ---2nd
 Paragraph: 

 

 Do not give all the figures 

 Most striking features of the graph. 

 

 

3. Conclusion: 

 

 General statement + Implications (পুতরা গ্রাফ টা দেতখ কি বুিা যায় ো এি ির্ায় দখা) 

 

 significant comments based on the information ( এই দক্ষ্তে কিতির মোমে ও কেতে 

পারতব েতব অবশ্যই ো গ্রাফ বা  াতট থর েতের উপর কভকত্ত িতর।  

 

               ২য় প্যারা কখার দক্ষ্তে আমরা কিতনাক্ত  Phrase গুতা  ব্যবহার িরতে পাকর। দযমিঃ 

1. As is presented in the diagram(s)/ graph(s)/ pie chart(s)/ table,  
2. As (is) shown in the illustration, 
3. As the diagrams suggest, 
4. It is interesting to note that... 
5. It is explicitly observed that... 
6. It is worth noticing that... 

7.  It is crystal clear/ lucid that... 
8. It could be plainly viewed that... 
 

 Vocabulary to represent changes in graphs: 
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Type of 
Change 

Adverb form Adjective form 

Rapid change 
দ্রুে পকরবেথি 

dramatically / rapidly / sharply / quickly / 
hurriedly / speedily / swiftly / 
significantly/ considerably / substantially 
/ noticeably. 

dramatic / rapid / sharp / quick 
/ hurried / speedy / swift / 
significant / considerable / 
substantial / noticeable. 

Moderate 
change 
কিয়কিে/ মািারী 

পকরবেথি 

moderately / gradually / progressively / 
sequentially.   

moderate / gradual / 
progressive /  sequential. 

Steady 
change 
দসািা/অিড়/ধীর 

পকরবেথি 

 steadily/ ceaselessly. steady/ ceaseless. 

Slight change 
সামান্য পকরবেথি  

slightly / slowly / mildly / tediously. slight / slow / mild / tedious. 

 

Example:  

1.  The economic inflation of the country increased sharply by 20% in 2008. 
2.  There was a sharp drop in the industrial production in the year 2009.  
3.The population of the country dramatically increased in the last decade.  

 

 Vocabulary to represent frequent changes in graphs: 

 

Type of Change Verb form Noun form 

 Rapid ups and 
downs

wave / fluctuate / oscillate / 
vacillate / palpitate 

waves / fluctuations / oscillations / 
vacillations /  palpitations 

 

Example:  

1.  The price of the goods fluctuated during the first three months in 2017. 

2.  The graph shows the oscillations of the price from 1998 to 2002. 
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Q. The graph below shows the literacy rate of Bangladesh from 1995 to 2010. 

Describe the graph in 150 words. You should highlight the information and report 

the main feature given in the graph. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

     Here the graph illustrates the literacy rate of Bangladesh from 1995 to 2010 through 

vertical columns. The graph shows a tormenting state of literacy rate which is not at all 

desirable.   

     It is explicitly observed in the graph that literacy rate was 38.1% in 1995. After that, it 

abruptly rose to 56% in 2000 which was really beyond imagination. From 2000 onward, 

the situation kept on deteriorating.  The literacy rate drastically came down to 43.1 % in 

2003. This is indeed a negative indication in the field of overall development of our 

country. However, fortunately, in 2010, the rate came up to 56.8% which ears a highly 

positive sign in her overall development.  

     Taking everything into account, the rate is now gradually increasing which is a positive 

sign for our country. We are hopeful that if this positive trend in the literacy rate of our 

country continues, our country will go ahead in the days to come. 

 
Md. Gulzar Hasan, Lecturer, Dept. of English.                   Email: mdgulzarhasan@gmail.com                Cell: 01672063637 

                                 Dear Students, feel free to make a contact if you face any problem in your study 

 


